Periop Insight
Periop Insight is a data analytics solution for today’s busy perioperative leaders to improve their OR
performance. Periop Insight eliminates the hard, endless work of getting the information you need to
run your OR, giving you the tools to make better decisions, share your insights and engage surgeons
and administrators.

Solutions

Data Auditing and Validation
With Periop Insight, we run all data through an automated, nightly audit and validation then produce a report back
identifying all errors and outliers. Better access to clean, actionable data in Periop Insight gives stakeholders the tools
needed to drive better data documentation and OR improvements.

Standardized Calculation
With Periop Insight, you can implement facility or health system standardizations across key performance indicators.
Forget the days where each facility is responsible for their own calculations, definitions, and adherence. Drive
actionable, data-backed KPI standardization.

Concurrent Utilization
Use this powerful measure to analyze actual concurrent case levels across several dimensions to make informed,
data-backed staffing level decisions.

Benchmarking
Periop Insight’s benchmarking component enables comparison of performance against others in our industryleading database across a range of key measures. Benchmarking provides periop leaders and their stakeholders
with context for their performance and goal setting and insight into the best practices of top performers.

Presentation Ready Material
Periop Insight generates personalized presentation-ready materials to keep surgeons and administration informed
and engaged in tailored improvement efforts. Show up to meetings prepared with thoughtfully-designed, perfectly
formatted materials without lifting a finger.

Enterprise Reporting
Periop Insight provides an enterprise data analytics and reporting solution to drive actionable, meaningful initiatives
across your entire health system.

Supply and Implant Cost Analysis
Benchmark supply and implant costs and usage across all surgeons at your facility as well as facilities around the
world. Gain insights into actual supply and implant usage data as well as internal and external comparisons to drive
cost standardization across your surgeons, specialties, and procedures.

